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Abstract—Image fusion is a process of obtaining one image
from multiple. The resulting image carries more information
about the photographed scene, than each of the originals. Such
an image can be more useful when we deal with human or
image processing system. Algorithms that performed this task
are used in a wide applying in practical: computer vision,
robotics, medicine, forensics, etc. Most popular quality assessment
measure for multi-focused image fusion are discribed. Expert
image quality assessment experiment was performed. Different
kinds of image quality assessment were proposed for scenes with
various characteristics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Image fusion is used in computational photography. Image
fusion is a sub-field of image processing in which two or
more images of a scene are combined into a single composite
image that is more informative and is more suitable for visual
perception and for digital processing. We categorize the fusion
methods based on the input data of the fusion process and
also based on directly pixels processing. In general, image
obtaining methods can be classified into four main groups:

• multi-camera image obtaining;

• image getting via panorama scene;

• at different times survey in order to detect changes
between them or to synthesize realistic images of
objects;

• with various focal lengths image capturing (multi-
focus method).

Multi-focused image is a combination of several images
of the same scene taken with different focal lengths. The first
and the most important stage of all image fusion techniques
is to compute focus value of original images or the parts of
them. At once, pixels with greater values of this measurement,
when source images are compared, are considered to be in
focus and selected as the pixels of the fused image. Once
the focus measure is done, there are different fusion rules to
fuse the images. One of them is selecting the sharp pixels
with maximum of focus value in the spatial domain to Multi-
Scale decomposition (MSD) transform image information in
the high-frequency via multiscale approximation. In general,
there are two main stages of image fusion. The first stage
contains a search and assessment of the most interesting areas
in image. It can be, for example, the most sharpness or the
most brightness areas of image. At the second stage this areas
are merging according to selected fusion rule. The ordinary
scheme of image fusion is shown in Fig. 1. After image fusion,

it is necessary to perform some automated evaluation of the
quality of the resulting image. There are many algorithms of
fused image quality assessment, most popular of them will be
considered below.

Fig. 1. Scheme of multi-focused image fusion

Estimation the depth of sharpness on the field of image is
a key problem in the computational photography in general
and the main task of multi-focused images construction in
particular. This problem arises at the time of transition from the
three-dimensional perception to a two-dimensional projection
of the image.

Important thing that needs to be said is that the depth of
image can be restored via binocular (trinocular) systems in case
of absence of physical interaction with the captured scene as
well as with a few shots taken at different settings of monocular
system [1], [2], [3], [4].

II. IMAGE QUALITY ASSESSMENT METHODS

Image quality describes how the image has deteriorated
compared to some reference image. Image processing systems
can bring some distortion and artifacts in the resulting images,
hence — an assessment of their quality is an important task.
All methods of image quality assessment can be divided into
two groups: methods based on comparison with reference
image and methods without use of the reference image. In the
first case, the image is compared with the reference image,
which is considered to be the ideal quality [5]. When the
reference image is not available — it is necessary to use
methods that do not rely on the knowing of the ideal values
of the respective pixels. For this referenceless metric can
be used [6], [7]. There are many ways to evaluate image
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quality without using any standard. The most commonly used
evaluation are shown below.

1) Entropy: Entropy — a measure of information content
of the message. Increasing the value of image entropy ob-
tained after image fusion, as compared with the source image
entropy value indicates that the obtained image carries more
information. Entropy is defined as follows:

E = −
G∑
i=0

p(i)log2p(i),

where G — number of grey levels in image histogram (255
for 8-bit image), p(i) — normalized frequency of i− th gray
level. Informativeness of the image is expressed in bits per
pixel. It should be noted that the metric is sensitive to noise
and other sharp fluctuations in the intensity of pixels [8].

2) Dispersion: This metric is most effective in the absence
of noise. It allows you to evaluate the contrast of a fused image.
Images with high contrast, have a higher value metric.

D =
1

MN

M∑
i

N∑
j

[I(i, j)− μ]
2
,

where μ — mean intensity value of the image.

3) Spatial frequencies: Spatial frequencies characterize the
intensity of the changes taking place in the fused image [9].
The metric is defined as follows:

SF =
√
RF 2 + CF 2,

where RF CF — vertical and horizontal frequencies, respec-
tively, defined as follows:

RF =

√√√√ 1

MN

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=2

[I(i, j)− I(i, j − 1)]
2
,

CF =

√√√√ 1

MN

M∑
i=2

N∑
j=1

[I(i, j)− I(i− 1, j)]
2
.

Entropy, Dispersion and Spatial Frequencies metrics do not
use information contained in source images. In general, this
metrics are significantly dependent on the content of the scene
and can not be used as a universal metric. Thus, these metrics
will not participate in further research.

4) Mutual fused information (MI): Let A and B — source
images, F — fused image. Mutual fused image is defined as
follows:

MI(A,B) = M(F,A) + M(F,B),

where M(X,Y ) is joint information of X and Y defined as
follows:

M(X,Y ) =
∑
x,y

(
PXY (x, y)

log2(PXY (x, y))

PX(x)PY (y)

)
,

where PXY (x, y) — the joint probability distribution, PX(x)
and PY (y) — the probability distribution on the images X
and Y , respectively.

The metric represents similarity of the fused image and
the source images. There is also a high metric value corre-
sponds to a higher quality of the algorithm. There are more
accurate methods for calculating the similarity between two
images based on the idea of calculating the mutual entropy
between two images, however, they are generally have higher
computational cost.

To calculate the metrics mentioned above, it is necessary to
calculate the pi,j — elements of the joint probability density
(JPD) of brightness of the image, which can be estimated using
an image histogram.

For the two 8-bit single-channel image X and Y , each of
them has a size of M×N , values of pi,j can be represented as
values of bins of two-dimensional histogram with size 256×
256.

pi,j =
1

MN

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

{
1, if I(Xm,n) = i and I(Ym,n) = j

0, else
,

where I(Xm,n) — pixel intensity at (m,n) of the image X ,
I(Ym,n) — of the image Y respectively. Examples of pairwise
joint probability density for the three images are shown at
Fig. 2. The histogram is shown in a logarithmic scale by value.

5) QAB/F -measure: The metric proposed by Xydeas and
Petrovic at the works [10], [11]. The basic idea behind the
metric is the assumption that most of the borders should be
transferred from the source images to the fused image. This
method uses a Sobel operator for computing strength g(n,m)
and orientationα(n,m) of the gradient in each pixel at the
image. For the two source images A and B and the fused
image F , Sobel operator is used as follows:

gA(n,m) =

√
sxA(n,m)

2
+ syA(n,m)

2
,

αA(n,m) = tan−1
(
syA(n,m)

2

sxA(n,m)
2

)
,

where syA(n,m) sxA(n,m) — values of vertical and horizontal
Sobel patterns, convolute with the area centered at the point
with coordinates (n,m) at the image A. The relative values of
the strength and orientation of the image gradient between A
and F are formed as follows::

(
GAFn,m, A

AF
n,m

)
=

⎡
⎣
(
gFn,m
gAn,m

)M
, 1− |αA(n,m)− αF (n,m)|

π/2

⎤
⎦ ,

where

M =

{
1, if gA(n,m) > gF (n,m)

−1, else
.

Information about the borders can be calculated by follows:

QAFn,m =
Γα(

1 + ekα(A
AF
m,n−σα)

) Γg(
1 + ekg(G

AF
m,n−σg)

) ,
where Γα,Γg , kα, kg and σα, σg — constants determined by
the curvature and amplitude of the sigmoid function. Authors
at [12] propose to use the following values for these variables:
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a) b) c)

d) e) f)

Fig. 2. Joint probability density for different pairs of images: a-c) images; d) for (a) and (a); e) for (a) and (b); f) for (a) and (c)

Γα ∗Γg = 1, kα = 0.8, kg = 0.7 and σα = 24, σg = 11. Thus
the value of the metric QAB/F is calculated as:

QAB/F =

∑
n,m

(
QAFn,mw

A
n,m +QBFn,mw

B
n,m

)
∑
n,m

(
wAn,m + wBn,m

) ,

it is a weighted sum of the values QAFn,m QBFn,m wA weights

wB , which determine the importance of the pixel (m,n).
Weights are determines as follows:

wAn,m = dA(m,n)CA(m,n)PA(m,n)gA(n,m)
L,

where d(m,n) — detection flag is 1 if pixel with coordinates
(m,n) belongs to border, and 0 otherwise. C(m,n) — the
coefficient that determines the correlation by direction with
neighboring boundaries, tends to 1 if the neighboring border
co-directed with a given border, and tends to 0 otherwise.
PA(m,n) — coefficient depending on the position of the
considered pixel, is generally determined by the fusion method,
for example, linearly decreases from the center to the edges of
the image. The last factor depends on the value of the gradient
at this point, since the larger gradient value, the greater focus,
where L — some constant [12], which the authors propose to
take equal L = 1.5.

For ideal fusion QAB/F = 1. For this metric the next rule
is true: the higher value for better result. The general scheme
of calculating the metric is shown in Fig. 3.

6) Modified universal quality index (WaB-Measure): This
metric is proposed by Wang and Bovik in [13]. Let there are
two images A and B size M ×N each. Let A and B — the
average image intensity values of A and B, respectively, and
σ2A, σ2B — dispersion. Also denote the covariance of the image
as a σAB . Thus we can write:

σ2A =
1

1−MN

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

(
A(m,n)−A

)2
,

σ2B =
1

1−MN

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

(
B(m,n)−B

)2
,

σAB =
1

1−MN

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

(
A(m,n)−A

) (
B(m,n)−B

)
.

Define

Q0(A,B) =
4σABAB(

A
2
+B

2
)
(σ2A + σ2B)

, (1)

which can be represented as follows:

Q0(A,B) =
σAB
σAσB

· 2AB
A
2
B
2 ·

2σAσB
σ2A + σ2B

. (2)

In the original article, the authors describe the Q0 as univer-
sal index of image quality, and use it to quantify the structural
distortions between images A and B. We can consider Q0 as a
measure of similarity of images A and B, which takes values
in the range of [−1; 1]. It should be noted that the components
of the expression 2 have some meaning. The first component
is the coefficient of correlation between the images. Second
one — characterizes the average distortion of the brightness
and is in the range of [0, 1]. The third component determines
the contrast distortion between images and also has a value of
0 and 1. Thus, if Q0 = 1 image A and B are identical.

Since the image is non-stationary signal it is necessary to
limit the area in which Q0 evaluates, and then merge the data
to evaluate the image as a whole. In the original article, authors
suggest the use of this method of sliding window. Sliding
window w with size m× n passes the image from the upper
left corner to the right and down in increments of one pixel
in each direction. Thus the estimated local value Q0 is within
the current window position. The total value Q0 is defined as
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Fig. 3. Scheme of QAB/F -measure calculating

the average value of the obtained local values, according to
the expression 3, where W — the set of all the windows, and
|W | — number of windows.

Q0(A,B) =
1

|W |
∑
w∈W

Q0(A,B|w). (3)

7) Fusion quality index: Based on the results of [13],
particularly in expression 3, in [14], suggested the expansion
of the quality index for the case of fusion images. Let A and
B — the source images, and F — image obtained as a result of
the fusion algorithm. Thus, the value of the metric Q(A,B, F )
should describe the quality of the algorithm by fusing images
A and B.

Denote s(A|w) as certain quantitative characteristics defin-
ing image A in some window w. Value s(A|w), may, for
example, depend on the contrast, the dispersion, entropy or
other characteristics of the image, or combinations thereof.
Having determined the s(A|w) and s(B|w) for a particular
window w, we introduce the value of λA(w), varying in the
range of [0, 1] and characterize the relative importance of the
image A as compared with the image B to describing the
content of w. In the original article, it is proposed to use the
expression. 4.

λAw =
s(A|w)

s(A|w) + s(B|w) . (4)

A similar expression can be written for λB(w). Thus we
can write the expression determines the fusion quality index
Q(A,B, F ) as follows:

Q(A,B, F ) =
1

|W |
∑
w∈W

(tA + tB) . (5)

where
tA = λA(w)Q0(A,F |w),
tB = λB(w)Q0(B,F |w).

Thus, in those areas of the image, where the most important
to preserve information from the image A, the value for
the most part of the metric is determined by the value of
Q0(A,F |w) and accordingly in areas where B more fully de-
scribes the content of the scene value Q0(B,F |w) is included
with more weight.

The author also proposes a number of modifications pro-
posed by the image fusion quality metrics. Firstly, it is

suggested to consider the importance of a strong image in
some areas compared to others. For this proposed use weights
C(w), describing the significance of the window w, thus the
expression 5 is transformed to the following form:

QW (A,B, F ) =
1

|W |
∑
w∈W

c(w) (tA + tB) , (6)

where c(w) = C(w)∑
w′∈W C(w′) — relative weight of window w.

Another refinement of the metric associated with a features of
human vision: when human analyzing an image, the human
brain extracts the most information from the boundaries of
objects in the scene. If we replace the original images in
expression 3 for their boundaries A′, B′, F ′, which can be
calculated, for example, using the Sobel operator, combining
the obtained expressions, we can write:

QE(A,B, F ) = QW (A,B, F )1−α ·QW (A′, B′, F ′)α,

where α — parameter varying in the range [0; 1], describing
the importance of the images with borders in a final metric
value.

All of the metrics Q(A,B, F ), QW (A,B, F ) and
QE(A,B, F ) are in range [−1; 1], the closer the value of any
of the metrics is to the 1, the more quality is the result of
fusion.

III. COMPARISON OF IMAGE QUALITY MEASURES

For a numerical comparison of the quality assessment
methods formed its own image database. The database contains
images containing four different scenes: ”Robot”, ”Toys”,
”Soldiers” and ”Numbers”. Series characteristics are presented
in Table I. Each of these series contains a scene saturated
by areas with lots of detail. In turn, these areas are located
at different distances from the acquisition device. Acquisition
device is a digital SLR camera Sony Alpha 37 with lens Sony
50mm 1.8/f (fixed SAL 50F18).

TABLE I. CHARACTERISTICS OF SOURCE IMAGE SERIES

Characteristic Value

Name ”Toys” ”Robot” ”Soldiers” ”Numbers”

File extension .jpg

Color schema RGB

Color depth 8 bit/channel

Resolution 786× 523 786× 523 786× 523 892× 592
Number of images 5 8 8 7

Examples of source images series are shown at Fig. 4.
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a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

g) h)

Fig. 4. Examples of source image series: a, b) ”toys”; c, d) ”robot”; e, f) ”soldiers”; g, h) ”numbers”. Different source images from the same scene are focused
on various areas of image
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Fig. 5. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients

To compare methods of assessing the quality three fusion
algorithm was selected: block algorithm [7], algorithm based
on cellular automaton and algorithm based on cellular automa-
ton with a pyramidal fusion [15], [16].

Each algorithm was run with eight different values of
its parameters. Thus the total number of ranked images
4(scenes) × 3(algorithms) × 8(parameters) = 96. 545
expert assessments were carried out on a scale from zero to
nine points. Zero points corresponds to the worst quality, nine
points to the best quality. One image has an average of 5.6
evaluations. Expert assessment is considered to be the average
value of the experts of this image.

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is selected as a
measure of the correspondence between the expert estimations
and values which are calculated according to the quality assess-
ment measure. The correlation coefficients were calculated for
the entire set of images, as well as separately for each scene.
This approach will be concluded according to the effectiveness
of the quality assessment measures from the content of the
scene. Graphical representation of the calculated correlation
coefficients is shown in Fig. 5.

Obtained values characterize the relationship between the
expert and the calculated values as a medium or low powered
link. However, in considering separately each scene, we can
select the metrics that have a strong correlation with experts
estimation. Thus, we can conclude that joint mutual informa-
tion measure is good to be used for assessing the scene with a
low number of sharp boundaries (scene ”Numbers”). While in
scenes with lots of details (scene ”Soldiers”) QAB/F -measure
works well.

IV. CONCLUSION

Image quality assessment methods are very important part
of the image fusion algorithm development process. Most pop-
ular referenceless methods are discribed. QAB/F −measure,
Joint Mutual information and Wang and Bovik measure are
selected for quality assessment experiment. The experiment
established that different quality assessment methods work
better in different types of scenes. The results of the work
can be used to automate the process of evaluating the quality
of the full-focused image fusion algorithms and adjusting their

parameters. This algorithms can be used in various practical
applications: medicine, quality control of products, computer
vision, robotics and others.
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